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Abstract

Temporal action proposal generation aims to estimate

temporal intervals of actions in untrimmed videos, which is

a challenging yet important task in the video understanding

field. The proposals generated by current methods still suf-

fer from inaccurate temporal boundaries and inferior confi-

dence used for retrieval owing to the lack of efficient tempo-

ral modeling and effective boundary context utilization. In

this paper, we propose Temporal Context Aggregation Net-

work (TCANet) to generate high-quality action proposals

through “local and global” temporal context aggregation

and complementary as well as progressive boundary refine-

ment. Specifically, we first design a Local-Global Tempo-

ral Encoder (LGTE), which adopts the channel grouping

strategy to efficiently encode both “local and global” tem-

poral inter-dependencies. Furthermore, both the boundary

and internal context of proposals are adopted for frame-

level and segment-level boundary regressions, respectively.

Temporal Boundary Regressor (TBR) is designed to com-

bine these two regression granularities in an end-to-end

fashion, which achieves the precise boundaries and reli-

able confidence of proposals through progressive refine-

ment. Extensive experiments are conducted on three chal-

lenging datasets: HACS, ActivityNet-v1.3, and THUMOS-

14, where TCANet can generate proposals with high pre-

cision and recall. By combining with the existing action

classifier, TCANet can obtain remarkable temporal action

detection performance compared with other methods. Not

surprisingly, the proposed TCANet won the 1st place in the

CVPR 2020 - HACS challenge leaderboard on temporal ac-

tion localization task.

∗ The work was done during an internship at SenseTime.

† Corresponding author.
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Figure 1. Overview of our proposed method. Given an untrimmed

video, TCANet captures the “local and global” temporal relation-

ships in parallel by LGTE. In TBR, the internal and boundary con-

text of proposals are utilized for segment-level boundary regres-

sion and frame-level boundary regression, respectively.

1. Introduction

The temporal action detection task requires locating the

starting and ending time of action instances from long

untrimmed videos and classifying the actions. This task can

be applied to many fields, such as video content analysis and

video recommendation. Most existing temporal action de-

tection methods follow a two-stage scheme [35, 26], namely

temporal action proposal generation and classification. Al-

though action recognition methods [37, 5] have achieved

impressive classification accuracy, the temporal action de-

tection performance is still unsatisfactory in several main-

stream benchmarks [14, 2, 45]. Hence, many researchers

target improving the quality of temporal action proposals.

Current proposal generation methods can be mainly di-

vided into two steps. First, the temporal relationship is cap-

tured by stacked temporal convolutions [20, 18, 16, 30, 29]
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or global temporal pooling operations [8]. Then propos-

als are further generated by the boundary-based regres-

sion methods [20, 18] or the anchor-based regression meth-

ods [24, 9, 7, 4, 21, 8]. However, existing methods share the

following drawbacks: (1) Neither convolution nor global

fusion can effectively model the temporal relationship. The

1D convolution operations [20, 18, 16] lack flexibility in en-

coding long-term temporal relationships limited by kernel

size. The global fusion methods [8] neglect various global

dependencies for each temporal location and the implicit

attention to local details, such as local details of bound-

aries. Besides, simply collecting global features through

average pooling may introduce unnecessary noise. (2) Only

the internal context or boundary context of proposals used

for regression is inferior to generate proposals with precise

boundaries. The internal context of proposals adopted in

anchor-based methods can obtain reliable confidence scores

but fails to generate precise boundaries. On the contrary,

the boundary context of proposals considered in boundary-

based methods is sensitive to boundary changes but gener-

ates proposals with inferior proposal-level confidence.

To relieve these issues, we propose Temporal Context

Aggregation Network (TCANet) for high-quality proposal

refinement, as shown in Figure 1. First, the Local-Global

Temporal Encoder (LGTE) is proposed to simultaneously

capture local and global temporal relationships in a channel

grouping fashion, which contains two main sub-modules.

Specifically, the input features after linear transformation

are equally divided into N groups along the channel dimen-

sion. Then Local Temporal Encoder (LTE) is designed to

handle the first A groups for local temporal modeling. At

the same time, the remaining N − A groups are captured

by the Global Temporal Encoder (GTE) for global infor-

mation perception. In this way, LGTE is expected to inte-

grate the long-term context of proposals by global groups

while recovering more structure and detailed information

by local groups. Second, the Temporal Boundary Regres-

sor (TBR) is proposed to exploit both boundary context and

internal context of proposals for frame-level and segment-

level boundary regressions, respectively. Concretely, the

frame-level boundary regression aims to refine the starting

and ending locations of candidate proposals with bound-

ary sensitivity, while the segment-level boundary regression

aims to refine the center location and duration of propos-

als under the overall perception of proposals. Finally, high-

quality proposals are obtained through complementary fu-

sion and progressive boundary refinements.

In summary, our contributions mainly have three folds:

• We design a Local-Global Temporal Encoder to simul-

taneously capture local and global temporal relation-

ships in a channel grouping fashion. It can be easily

embedded into any other proposal generation frame-

works for efficient temporal relationships modeling.

• Temporal Boundary Regressor is proposed to perform

complementary and progressive boundary refinements,

including the local frame-level boundary regression

and global segment-level boundary regression.

• Extensive experiments reveal that TCANet can obtain

convincing proposals performance on several bench-

marks: HACS, ActivityNet-v1.3, and THUMOS-14.

By combining with the existing classifier, TCANet can

achieve remarkable temporal action detection perfor-

mance compared with other approaches.

2. Related Work

Action Recognition. Action recognition is an important

task in video understanding area, which is in need of spatio-

temporal information modeling. Current deep learning-

based action recognition methods can be mainly divided

into three types. The first type is 2stream networks [25, 36,

6, 41], which adopt RGB frames and optical flow to cap-

ture appearance and motion information. The second type

[31, 3, 40, 32] directly captures spatio-temporal information

from raw videos using 3D convolution. The third type aims

to efficiently model spatio-temporal features by decoupled

(2 + 1) D convolutions [22, 5, 17, 13, 15, 28]. In this work,

2stream [25] and SlowFast [5] are adopted to encode the

input video features.

Temporal Action Proposal Generation and Detection.

Current proposal generation methods can be mainly di-

vided into anchor-based and boundary-based methods. The

anchor-based methods [35, 24, 9, 7, 21] refer to the tempo-

ral boundary refinements of sliding windows or pre-defined

anchors. Among them, TURN [9] and CTAP [7] directly

concatenate the boundary context and internal context of

proposals for boundary refinements (i.e., starting and end-

ing locations), while other methods aim to refine the du-

ration and center location of proposals. However, refine-

ments on boundary locations cannot make full use of con-

textual information of proposals, while mere refinement of

duration and center location of candidate proposals would

also neglect the local boundary details. Therefore, it is non-

trivial to combine these two regression granularities into a

unified framework. Boundary-based methods [20, 18, 27]

first generate the boundary probability sequence, then apply

the Boundary Matching mechanism to generate candidate

proposals. MGG [21] simply combines a boundary-based

stream and anchor-based stream with a shared backbone

to extract features, then each stream is optimized indepen-

dently, and the results are fused during the inference. In our

work, we make full use of boundary context and internal

context of proposals to predict the frame-level offsets (i.e.,

starting and ending) and the segment-level offsets (i.e., cen-

ter and duration), respectively. Meanwhile, we jointly train
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Figure 2. The framework of TCANet. TCANet mainly contains two modules: LGTE and TBR. LGTE is employed to capture local-global

temporal inter-dependencies simultaneously. TBR is adopted to perform frame-level and segment-level boundary regressions. Finally,

high-quality proposals are obtained through complementary fusion and progressive boundary refinements.

these two granularities with supervision performed on the

combined results. Finally, complementary and progressive

boundary refinements are conducted for better performance.

Self-Attention Mechanism. The self-attention [38] mech-

anism is widely used in the video understanding area since

it can effectively capture long-term dependencies compared

with other attention methods such as recurrent models [23]

and pooling methods [12]. The Transformer [33] is also

based on the self-attention mechanism, which is origi-

nally applied in the machine translation task. Girdhar et

al. [11, 10] adopt Transformer to capture the interactions

between human and objects existing in videos. In this paper,

we propose Local-Temporal Global Encoder, which can ef-

ficiently capture both “local and global” temporal relation-

ships and then integrate rich contexts into extracted video

features for temporal proposals generation.

3. TCANet

As shown in Figure 2, we propose Temporal Context

Aggregation Network (TCANet) to generate high-quality

proposals, which mainly consists of two main modules:

Local-Global Temporal Encoder and Temporal Boundary

Regressor. Firstly, the Local-Global Temporal Encoder

(LGTE) is designed to simultaneously encode the input

video features’ local and global temporal relationships.

Then the Temporal Boundary Regressor (TBR) is utilized

to refine the boundaries of the proposals by exploiting both

boundary and internal context for frame-level and segment-

level boundary regressions, respectively.

3.1. Problem Formulation

For an untrimmed video X with l frames, we can denote

it as X = {xi}li=1, where xi is the i-th frame of the video.

Temporal proposal generation task is to generate a set of

proposals P = {tsj , tej}Np

j=1 that may contain action in-

stances for video X , where tsj and tej are the starting time

and ending time of the j-th proposal, and Np is the number

of proposals.

3.2. Feature Encoding

For a given video, features are extracted by SlowFast [5]

and 2stream [25] since their excellent performance on the
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Figure 3. The detailed structure of Local-Global Temporal En-

coder (LGTE). The input features are divided into N groups along

the channel dimension. Then the first A groups are fed to A Lo-

cal Temporal Encoders (LTE) separately, where the local dynamic

modeling is achieved by calculating the regional attention for each

temporal location. The remaining (N − A) groups are processed

by (N − A) Global Temporal Encoders (GTE) separately to cal-

culate the similarity between each location and global feature se-

quence. Wo is a learnable matrix, and Feed Forward Network

(FFN) is a nonlinear projection function.

video classification task. The frame rate of videos is set to

r fps, and each snippet contains s frames. Each snippet is

encoded into a visual feature fi ∈ RC by a feature extrac-

tor. Given an untrimmed video, a video feature sequence of

F = {fi}Ti=1 ∈ RT×C is obtained by this method, where

T = l/δ, l is the total number of video frames, and δ is the

number of frames interval between different snippets.

3.3. Local-Global Temporal Encoder

For long videos, long-term temporal dependency mod-

eling is essential, proven by many previous works [8, 39].

Nonlocal [38] is often applied to obtain the relationship be-

tween different global locations. However, global model-

ing only is easy to introduce global noise and insensitive

to small boundary changes. We propose a local and global

joint modeling strategy to alleviate this problem, as shown

in Figure 3.

Local Temporal Encoder (LTE) is responsible for captur-
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ing local dependencies based on local details dynamically.

Precisely, to measure the relationship between temporal lo-

cation i and its local areas, the cosine similarity between

two temporal locations is employed to generate similarity

vector Sl
i and weight vector W l

i :

Sl
i = γl(fi)·(ρl([(fi−⌊w/2⌋)

T , ···(fi+⌊w/2⌋)
T ]T ))T ∈ R1×w,

(1)

W l
i = Softmax(

Sl
i√
C
), (2)

where C is the number of channels, w is the size of the mod-

eling area for location i, which is defined as WindowSize.

For example, the value of w in Figure 3 LTE is 3. γl and

ρl are two different linear projection functions that map the

input feature vectors to the similarity measure space.

With equation 1, the relationship between each location

and its corresponding modeling area can be calculated. To

achieve local information exchange, the following formula

will be utilized to collect local context information from the

corresponding local area dynamically:

f l
i = W l

i · (ϕl([(fi−⌊w/2⌋)
T , · · ·(fi+⌊w/2⌋)

T ]T )), (3)

where f l
i represents the new expression of location i, and

ϕl is a linear projection function.

Global Temporal Encoder (GTE) is designed to model

the long-term temporal dependencies of videos. Compared

with LTE, GTE needs to aggregate global interactions for

each location on the temporal dimension. Therefore, the re-

lationship between each location and the global feature is

written as follows:

Sg
i = γg(fi) · (ρg(F ))T ∈ R1×T , (4)

W g
i = Softmax(

Sg
i√
C
), (5)

where γg and ρg are two different linear projection func-

tions. The global interaction feature of location i can be

updated by weight vector W g
i :

fg
i = W g

i · ϕg(F ), (6)

where fg
i represents the new global feature representation

of location i, and ϕg is a linear projection function.

Local-Global Temporal Encoder (LGTE). Each location

in the video feature sequence can be modeled locally and

globally by LTE and GTE, respectively. However, it is inef-

ficient to combine them in the form of “LTE-GTE” simply.

To solve this problem, LGTE is implemented in a channel

grouping fashion. Specifically, as shown in Figure 3, the

input feature is first projected by γ, ρ, and ϕ. These outputs

are then divided into N groups along the channel dimen-

sion. Hence the channel number of each group is C/N . The

first A groups are handled by LTEs, while the other N − A

TRA
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Center & Duration
& IOU Regression

C
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Figure 4. The detailed structure of Temporal Boundary Regressor

(TBR). For each input proposal, TBR collects its starting context

Fs, internal context Fc and ending context Fe through Temporal

Roi Align (TRA). Fs and Fe are adopted to refine the starting and

ending locations, respectively. Fs, Fc, and Fe are concatenated to

refine the center locations and the duration of proposals. Finally,

the accurate proposals are obtained by fusing these two outputs.

groups are fed to GTEs. For location i, the combined output

of local and global features can be written as:

fa
i = [(f l

1i)
T , · · ·(f l

Ai)
T , (fg

(A+1)i)
T · · · (fg

Ni)
T ]T ·Wo,

(7)

f b
i = LayerNorm(fa

i ) + fa
i , (8)

f
′

i = LayerNorm(FFN(f b
i ) + f b

i ), (9)

where Wo is a learnable parameter matrix. Inspired by

Transformer [33], FFN is adopted to capture the interaction

of features among different groups at i-th temporal location:

FFN(x) = ReLu(x ·W1 + b1) ·W2 + b2.

Discussion. We notice that our LTE is similar to the con-

volution with fixed kernels. However, the dynamic local in-

teraction modeling for each temporal location is unique for

better adaptation to complex temporal changes than conven-

tional convolution. Furthermore, the combination of LTE

and GTE enables our LGTE to capture the global dependen-

cies of whole videos and dynamically model local changes

with less noise. Besides, the channel grouping fashion en-

sures high computing efficiency and the diversity of “local

and global” relationships.

3.4. Temporal Boundary Regressor

Anchor-based methods [24, 9, 19, 7, 4, 21, 8] lever-

age the internal context of proposals to regress center loca-

tions and duration, which can obtain reliable scores but with

lower recall. Boundary-based methods [20, 18] only uti-

lize local boundary context to locate the boundaries, which

are sensitive to boundaries but with inferior confidence.

Therefore, we propose to combine the boundary context-
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based frame-level regression and the internal context-based

segment-level regression to refine the boundaries.

Complementary Regression Strategy. As shown in Fig-

ure 4, the feature of one proposal is divided into three parts:

the starting context Fs, the internal context Fc, and the end-

ing context Fe. To achieve frame-level regression, Fs and

Fe are utilized to regress the boundary offsets ∆ŝ and ∆ê
of the starting time and ending time, respectively:

{∆ŝ,∆ê} = Conv1d(ReLu(Conv1d({Fs, Fe}))) (10)

The boundary offsets ∆ŝ and ∆ê obtained by this method

only utilize the starting and ending local features of propos-

als. It can effectively reduce noise interference and is more

sensitive to the boundary position.

However, only using the local features of the boundary

will lose the global context of proposals. Therefore, Fs,

Fc and Fe are utilized to achieve segment-level regression,

which jointly regress the center location offsets ∆x̂ and du-

ration offsets ∆ŵ of the proposals:

Fa = [Fs, Fc, Fe], (11)

{∆x̂,∆ŵ, pconf} = Conv1d(ReLu(Conv1d(Fa))), (12)

By means of ∆ŝ, ∆ê, ∆x̂ and ∆ŵ, two new proposals

(ŝ1, ê1) and (ŝ2, ê2) can be obtained by:

ŝ1 = sp −∆ŝwp, ê1 = ep −∆êwp, (13)

x̂2 = xp −∆x̂wp, ŵ2 = wpe
∆ŵ, (14)

ŝ2 = x̂2 − ŵ2/2, ê2 = x̂2 + ŵ2/2, (15)

where wp = ep − sp, denotes the length of the proposals.

Finally, the two new proposals will be fused as the final

proposals prediction of TBR:

ŝ = τ ŝ1 + (1− τ)ŝ2, ê = τ ê1 + (1− τ)ê2, (16)

where τ is a fusion parameter, we set it to 0.5 empirically.

Progressive Refinement. To achieve more accurate bound-

aries of candidate proposals, a progressive refinement strat-

egy is adopted to generate high-quality proposals from

coarse to fine. In ablation experiments, we will explore the

impact of the number of TBRs on performance.

Discussion. The boundary features based frame-level re-

gression is sensitive to the local changes, which are help-

ful to detect the action boundaries caused by shot switch-

ing. And the internal proposal features based segment-level

regression has an overall perception of proposals suitable

for detecting actions with indistinct boundaries. Therefore,

these two features are complementary and essential for gen-

eralized action proposal generation. MGG [21] proposes

a multi-granularity generator to integrate boundary-based

regression and anchor-based regression into a unified net-

work with a shared backbone used for feature extraction.

However, these two regression streams are trained inde-

pendently, and the results are fused directly during infer-

ence. On the contrary, the main idea of TBR is to adopt

both boundary and internal context of proposals to predict

the frame-level and segment-level offsets, respectively, but

jointly train these two granularities with supervision per-

formed on the combined results for gradient backpropagat-

ing. Meanwhile, complementary and progressive boundary

refinements are conducted for better performance.

4. Training and Inference of TCANet

4.1. Training

Proposals Selection. To better demonstrate the effective-

ness of TCANet, we adopt the proposals output from the

most competitive method(BMN) [18] as our pool of candi-

dates. In the training phase of TCANet, to make the net-

work learning more efficient, Soft-NMS [1] is adopted to

preprocess proposals output by BMN to reduce the redun-

dant samples. Then the top 100 proposals are selected in

descending order for training.

Label Assignment. During the TBR training process,

proposals with ground truth temporal Intersection-over-

Union(tIoU) greater than a certain threshold kp are spec-

ified as positive samples, and ground truth tIoU less than

a certain threshold kn as negative samples, and those be-

tween kn and kp Proposals are incomplete samples. The

number of positive samples, negative samples and incom-

plete samples are defined as Npos, Nincomp and Nneg , re-

spectively. Three kinds of samples are randomly sampled

so that Npos : Nincomp : Nneg = 1 : 1 : 1 in training.

Loss Function. The loss functions of the IoU prediction
and the position regression of proposals are denoted as Liou

and Lreg , respectively. We denote Liou and Lreg as:

Liou =
1

Ntrain

(

Ntrain
∑

i=1

SmoothL1(pconf,i, giou,i)

)

, (17)

Lreg =
1

Npos

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

Npos
∑

i∈Pos

∑

m∈{x,w,

s,e}

SmoothL1(rmi − g
m
i )

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

, (18)

where

Ntrain = Npos +Nincomp +Nneg,

gxi = ∆xi, g
w
i = ∆wi, r

x
i = ∆x̂i, r

w
i = ∆ŵi,

gsi = ∆si, g
e
i = ∆ei, r

s
i = ∆ŝi, r

e
i = ∆êi

(19)

The final objective function is written as:

Loss = Liou + λLreg, (20)

where λ is a balance parameter, we set it to 1.0 empirically.
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Table 1. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on HACS. The

results are measured by mAP(%) at different tIoU thresholds and

average mAP(%). * indicates our implementation.

Method 0.5 0.75 0.95 Average

2019-Winner [44] - - - 23.49

BMN [18]* 52.49 36.38 10.37 35.76

TCANet[SW] 54.14 37.24 11.32 36.79

TCANet[BMN] 56.74 41.14 12.15 39.77

Table 2. Comparison between our TCANet with other state-of-

the-arts methods on ActivityNet-v1.3. The results are measured

by mAP(%) at different tIoU thresholds and average mAP(%).

For fair comparisons, we combined our proposals with video-level

classification results from [41]. * indicates the reproduced results.

Method 0.5 0.75 0.95 Average

BSN [20](2stream) 46.45 29.96 8.02 30.03

BMN [18] (2stream) 50.07 34.78 8.29 33.85

G-TAD [42] (2stream) 50.36 34.60 9.02 34.09

BSN++ [27] (2stream) 51.27 35.70 8.33 34.88

BMN [18] (SlowFast)* 52.24 35.89 8.33 35.28

PGCN [43][BSN] (I3D) 48.26 33.16 3.27 31.33

TCANet[BSN] (2stream) 51.91 34.92 7.46 34.43

TCANet[BMN] (2stream) 52.27 36.73 6.86 35.52

TCANet[BMN] (SlowFast) 54.33 39.13 8.41 37.56

4.2. Inference

In inference, proposals utilized by TCANet should have

a high recall rate. Therefore, proposals output by BMN [18]

are directly adopted as the input of TCANet. The final con-

fidence of proposals are obtained by fusing the BMN score

and TCANet score:

Sproposal = SBMN ∗ STCANet (21)

Finally, Soft-NMS [1] is employed to remove redundant

proposals.

5. Experiments

5.1. Datasets and Setup

HACS [45] is a large-scale dataset for temporal action de-

tection. It contains 37.6k training, 6k validation, and 6k

testing videos with 200 action categories.

ActivityNet-v1.3 [2] is a popular benchmark for temporal

action detection. It contains 10k training, 5k validation, and

5k testing videos with 200 action categories.

THUMOS14 [14] contains 200 validation videos and 213

testing videos, including 20 action categories. In our exper-

iments, we compare TCANet with the state-of-the-art meth-

ods on all three datasets and performed ablation studies on

HACS dataset.

Evaluation Metrics. Average Recall (AR) is the aver-

age recall rate under specified tIoU thresholds for measur-

ing the quality of proposals. On HACS and ActivityNet-

v1.3, these thresholds are set to [0.5:0.05:0.95]. On THU-

Table 3. Comparison between our TCANet with other state-of-the-

art methods on THUMOS14 dataset. The results are measured by

mAP(%) at different tIoU thresholds. We combined our proposals

with video-level classifier UntrimmedNet [34].

Method Classifier 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3

TURN [9] UNet 6.3 14.1 24.5 35.3 46.3

BSN [20] UNet 20.0 28.4 36.9 45.0 53.5

MGG [21] UNet 21.3 29.5 37.4 46.8 53.9

BMN [18] UNet 20.5 29.7 38.8 47.4 56.0

G-TAD [42] UNet 23.4 30.8 40.2 47.6 54.5

BSN++ [27] UNet 22.8 31.9 41.3 49.5 59.9

TCANet UNet 26.7 36.8 44.6 53.2 60.6

Table 4. Comparison of our TCANet with other state-of-the-art

methods on THUMOS14 dataset in terms of AR@AN.

Feature Method @50 @100 @200 @500 @1000

2stream TAG [46] 18.55 29.00 39.61 - -

2stream CTAP [7] 32.49 42.61 51.97 - -

2stream BSN [20] 37.46 46.06 53.23 61.35 65.10

2stream MGG [21] 39.93 47.75 54.65 61.36 64.06

2stream BMN [18] 39.36 47.72 54.84 62.19 65.49

2stream BSN++ [27] 42.44 49.84 57.61 65.17 66.83

2stream TCANet 42.05 50.48 57.13 63.61 66.88

MOS14, they are set to [0.5:0.05:1.0]. By limiting the

average number (AN) of proposals for each video , we

can calculate the area under the AR vs AN curve to ob-

tain AUC. On ActivityNet-v1.3, AN is set from 1 to 100.

The quality of temporal action detection requires to eval-

uate mean Average Precision(mAP) under multiple tIoU.

On HACS and ActivityNet-v1.3, the tIoU thresholds are

set to {0.5,0.75,0.95}, and we also test the average mAP

of tIoU thresholds between 0.5 and 0.95 with step of

0.05. On THUMOS14, these tIoU thresholds are set to

{0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7}.

Implementation Details. On HACS and ActivityNet-v1.3,

SlowFast [5] is adopted to extract a 2304-dimensional fea-

ture vector for each snippet. Each snippet contains s = 32
frames and snippet interval δ is 8. For a fair comparison,

2stream network [25] is adopted for feature encoding fol-

lowing [20, 18] on ActivityNet-v1.3 and THUMOS14.

To reduce information loss, the lengths of the input fea-

ture sequence are not down-resized; hence each input se-

quence is fixed to 1000 and 1500 by zero-padding on HACS

and ActivityNet-v1.3 for batch training, respectively. The

Number of groups N and A in LGTE are empirically set

to 8 and 4. The learning rates on these two datasets are set

to 0.0004 and 0.001, and the batch size is both 16 for 10

epochs. For THUMOS14 training, a sliding window with a

size of 256 is adopted. We set the learning rate, batch size,

and epoch number to 0.0004, 16 and 5, respectively.

5.2. Comparison with State-of-the-art Results

This section will compare with the existing state-of-the-

art methods on HACS, ActivityNet-v1.3, and THUMOS14.
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Table 5. Comparison between our TCANet with other state-of-

the-art methods CTAP [7], BSN [20], MGG [21], BMN [18] on

ActivityNet-v1.3 in terms of AR@AN and AUC.

Method CTAP BSN MGG BMN TCANet

AR@1(val) - 32.17 - - 34.55

AR@100(val) 73.17 74.16 74.54 75.01 76.08

AUC(val) 65.72 66.17 66.43 67.10 68.08

Table 6. Ablation study of TBR, LGTE and progressive refinement

strategy on HACS dataset in terms of average mAP(%).

TBR1 TBR2 TBR3 LGTE Average

35.76

✓ 37.16

✓ ✓ 37.45

✓ ✓ ✓ 37.78

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 38.71

Table 7. The effect of different window size settings in the local de-

pendency matrix of LGTE on HACS in terms of average mAP(%).

WindowSize 0.5 0.75 0.95 Average

5 55.27 39.54 11.61 38.41

9 55.60 40.01 11.47 38.71

15 55.56 39.83 11.89 38.70

25 54.99 40.06 11.94 38.67

T(GTE only) 54.70 39.64 11.71 38.37

HACS. On HACS, TCANet is compared with the exist-

ing methods in Table 1 on the validation set. TCANet us-

ing only a single model significantly surpass the existing

methods. Compared with the benchmark method BMN,

TCANet’s mAP is improved by 4%.

ActivityNet-v1.3. Table 2 and Table 5 compare TCANet

with other methods, where TCANet significantly improve

both the temporal action proposal and detection perfor-

mance. For a fair comparison, TCANet is conducted on

the 2stream features for experiments. Under the same set-

tings, TCANet can also obtain 1.67% mAP improvement

compared with BMN and significantly outperform other ex-

isting methods.

THUMOS14. We compare TCANet with the state-of-the-

art methods on THUMOS14 in Table 3 and Table 4. Since

that our TCANet improves the Average Recall with the first

several proposals, the detection performance are more im-

proved than the recall rate. Especially, in Table 3, when

tIou=0.6, TCANet is 4.9% higher than BSN++ [27].

5.3. Ablation Study

In this section, we conduct ablation studies on HACS to

verify the effectiveness of each module in TCANet.

Is progressive refinement necessary? The progressive re-

finement strategy is a part of our TCANet. Here, the neces-

sity of progressive refinement is illustrated by the separation

experiment of three TBRs in Table 6. Although each TBR

has a positive effect on performance, with more stages, this

Table 8. The effect of different groups N LGTE on HACS dataset

in terms of average mAP(%).

N 0.5 0.75 0.95 Average

2 55.27 39.86 10.91 38.49

4 55.13 39.65 11.28 38.38

8 55.60 40.01 11.47 38.71

16 54.87 40.00 11.63 38.56

Table 9. The effect of the number of LGTE on HACS dataset in

terms of average mAP(%).

Number of LGTE 0.5 0.75 0.95 Average

0 54.73 39.05 10.72 37.78

1 55.13 39.67 11.42 38.31

2 55.60 40.01 11.47 38.71

4 55.72 40.03 11.73 38.85

6 55.65 40.02 11.73 38.80

Table 10. The generalizability of LGTE under different frame-

works on HACS dataset in terms of average mAP(%).

Framework LGTE 0.5 0.75 0.95 Average

BMN ✗ 52.49 36.38 10.37 35.76

BMN ✓ 54.75 38.72 11.41 37.76

TCANet ✗ 54.73 39.05 10.72 37.78

TCANet ✓ 55.60 40.01 11.47 38.71

promotion is gradually weakened. Thus TCANet only con-

tains three stages.

What WindowSize and groups in LGTE should be set?

In Table 7 and Table 8, we conduct experiments to ex-

plore the effect of WindowSize. If the WindowSize is set ex-

tremely small(WindowSize = 5 or smaller), the local groups’

features fail to collect enough local details. On the con-

trary(WindowSize=T), they will introduce excessive global

noise. The number of groups N determines whether var-

ious temporal relationships can be modeled. Considering

the performance, we finally set the WindowSize to 9 and the

groups to 8 in our experiments.

What is the effect of the number of LGTE? As an easy-

plug-in module, performance can be improved by stacking

multiple LGTEs. Table 9 demonstrates the performance

of the TCANet improves significantly with the increase of

LGTE. However, excessive LGTE will lead to over-fitting.

The performance of TCANet can reach the best with four

LGTEs. Nevertheless, two LGTEs are employed in other

ablation studies to facilitate the experiments.

Is LGTE general? To validate the generalizability of our

proposed LGTE, we also add it to the BMN [18] framework.

The experimental results are shown in Table 10, which re-

veals that LGTE can also significantly improve the perfor-

mance of BMN and demonstrate the importance of temporal

relationship modeling for temporal action localization task.

How does the frame-level regression affect the TBR?

To verify the effect of frame-level regression in TBR, we
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Figure 5. The starting and ending probability sequences generated

by LGTE and GTE.

Table 11. The effect of Frame-Level Regression on HACS in terms

of mAP(%). SLR and FLR indicate Segment-Level Regression

and Frame-Level Regression, respectively.

SLR FLR 0.5 0.75 0.95 Average

✓ ✗ 54.58 39.24 11.72 38.22

✗ ✓ 55.02 39.61 9.14 37.92

✓ ✓ 55.60 40.01 11.47 38.71

conducted experiments using both regression methods sep-

arately, as shown in Table 11. If only frame-level regression

is applied, the detection performance will drop with only

boundary local information. The two methods are com-

bined to boost performance in the final average mAP.

Why mAP not AUC? In our experiments, we find that the

detection metric (mAP) mainly depends on Average Recall

(AR) with the first several proposals, while the proposal

metric (AUC) depends on the first 100 proposals. Hence

AR with a small number of proposals has a higher weight

in the evaluation metric of detection performance. Exten-

sive experiments have shown that our TCANet can generate

fewer proposals with high recall than other methods. Thus

the performance improvement of the detection metric is ob-

vious than the proposal metric.

Efficiency Analysis. The input candidate proposals for

TCANet need to ensure a high recall rate. Taking the BMN-

generated proposals as an example, when 2000 candidate

proposals are selected, the recall rate can reach 91% with

tIOU=0.5. Our test results are shown in Table 12. For a

video, LGTE only needs to encode video features once, and

the TBR can process multiple proposals in parallel. There-

fore, TCANet only takes 20.9 ms to handle a 9-minute video

with 2000 candidate proposals. Compared with BMN, the

time consumed by TCANet is only 10%.

5.4. Visualization

To further explore the interpretability of LGTE, GTE

only and LGTE are both leveraged to embed the input video

features. To facilitate observation, the obtained features are

utilized to predict the starting and ending probability se-

Time

Ground Truth16.5s 42.5s Ground Truth44.7s 51.6s
Score:0.110 Score:0.096

26.4s BMN Proposal Segment 40.3s 45.8s BMN Proposal Segment 50.0s
TBR1 Output Score:0.54021.6s 41.5s TBR1 Output Score:0.63045.2s 50.8s

TBR2 Output Score:0.66818.7s 41.9s TBR2 Output Score:0.64844.8s 51.3s
TBR3 Output Score:0.69517.1s 42.4s TBR3 Output Score:0.63744.6s 51.5s

164.9sGround Truth137.8s
134.7s 173.9sCandidate Proposal

135.8s 172.1sSegment-Level Regression Output
142.7s 162.8sFrame-Level Regression Output

Fused Output139.3s 167.5s

Figure 6. Qualitative examples of proposals generated by

TBR(top) and TCANet(bottom) on HACS dataset.

Table 12. The inference time of each module in TCANet on

HACS dataset. 2000 candidate proposals were utilized as input

to TCANet, and a Nvidia 1080Ti graphic card was employed to

process a video for about 9 minutes.

Num×Module 1×BMN 2×LGTE 3×TBR Total

Num×Time Cost 1×181ms 2×1.6ms 3×5.9ms 201.9ms

quences. An example is shown in Figure 5. It is observed

that the boundary obtained by LGTE is more accurate and

smoother than that obtained by GTE. This indicates that

LGTE can reduce global noise and enhance the boundary

awareness. Figure 6 shows the output of TBR and TCANet.

In the top row, both the segment-level and the frame-level

output can improve the candidate proposals, but the bound-

aries are not accurate. The fusion of these two outputs can

make the proposal closer to the ground truth. The bottom

row shows that our TCANet can generate the proposals

from coarse to fine, and provide more reliable confidence

scores, especially for short-term action instances.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel Temporal Context Ag-

gregation Network (TCANet) for temporal action proposal

generation. Firstly we introduce the Local-Global Temporal

Encoder (LGTE) to capture both local and global tempo-

ral relationships simultaneously in a channel grouping fash-

ion. Then the complementary boundary regression mecha-

nism is designed to obtain more precise boundaries and con-

fidence scores. Extensive experiments conducted on sev-

eral famous benchmarks demonstrate that our TCANet can

achieve significant improvement on both action proposal

and action detection performance.
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